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8th  century  onward,  the  western  Sudan became increasingly well
known  to  Arab  geographers,  chroniclers  and  travelers.    By  ref-
erence to  the Sudan it is  thus  possible to  attempt a  tentative his-
torical  framework  for  Guinea  which  may  go  as  far  back  as  the
llth  century,  about  600  years  before  European  sources  begin  to
afford  an  increasing  anount  of  rea.sonably  intelligible  informa-
tion  about  the  peoples  of  the  Guinea  coast.

This  is particularly  true  of  the  region lying between  the  Ivory
Coast and the Niger, apparently because its inhabitants were more
forward  than  others  in  setting  up  orgahized  states.    A  state  can-
not  exist  without  some  conscious  record  of  its  origin  and  subse-
quent history,  and  the  rulers  of  this  part  of  Guinea  took  special
care to preserve intact  the  formal  traditions  of  their states.    Ex-
amination  of  these  suggests  that  the  process  of  state  formation
in  Guinea  was  generally  begun  by  emigrants  from  the  Sudan.

The infl`Iences from east and north \which resulted in the emer-
gence of the states of the central Sudan continued southwestward.
Throughout  middle  Nigeria,  from  the  upper  Benue  to  Bussa  on
the  Niger,  there  are  legends  of  Kisra,  usually  represented  as  a
Persian king who fled with his men I ron Egypt to Napata and then
moved westward, followed by the Napatan king and bis supporters.
Beyond  Lake  Chad  they are  remembered as  founding  a  series  of
states,  including Nupe and Borgu,  the Jukun state  of Kwararafa.
some  of  the  states  (notably  Gobir)  which  became  Hausa  states
and perhaps  the  earliest Yoruba  states.    The  historical  basis  for
this  story  is  difficult  to  assess,  but  the  name  Kisra  seems  to  be
an  echo  of  Khosrau  11,  the  Sassanid  king  who  conquered  Egypt
and  ruled it  during  616-628.    Names  remembered  in  connection
with the Napatan king, notably Issa  (Jesus)  and Mesi  (Messiah) ,
together  with  some  other  evidence,  suggest  an  emigration  about
the  7th  century  from  the  Christian  kingdoms  which  succeeded
Cush.in  the  Nilotic  Sudan.

Analysis of Yoruba legends suggests that the Yoruba states were
formed by two main waves of settlement.   The first was the Kisra
migration, which gave rise to a number of small independent agri-
cultural  colonies.     A  later  and  better-remembered  immigration.,
associated with the name of Oduduwa, the Yoruba god of creation,
caused the settlement at Ife to branch out and dominate the others.
This  Oduduwa  migration  may  be  linked  with  the  second  major
movement into  Hausaland about the  loth century.    These  events
in Yorubaland had their repercussions  in neighbouring territories.
The  tradit.ion  of  Benin,  immediately  to  the  southeast,  makes  it
clear that it experienced the same two  formative influences.    Far-
ther along the coast, the traditions of the Adja, Eon, Ewe, Adangbe
and  Ga  indicate  a  westward  expansion  from  Yorubaland  which
reached  its  limit  in  the  southeast  of  modem  Ghana  only  about
the  15th  century.

The problem of Yoruba origins is  complicated by  theories con-
cerning   the   exceptionally  fine   sculpture,   particularly   in   brass,
found  chiefly at Ife and reflected in the art  of Benin.    Tbe art of
Benin is unquestiona,bly an offshoot of the art of Ire, but the mag-
nificent  craftsmanship  of  the  earliest-known  Iie  heads  ha,s  given
rise  to  the idea that  the art must have  originated  in  the  work  of
some non-Negro  artist.    Since  the  evidence  from  Benin makes  it
plain that the origins of the art must precede the first arrival  of
Europeans in the area by sea in the  15th century, it was suggested
that   some   Greco-Roman   influence   reached   across   the   Sahara.
However,  finds  a,ssocia,ted  with  the  Nok  culture,  on  the  Jos. pla-
teau,  which  may  be  dated  between  about  900  B.c.  and  A.D.  200,
show  that  early  inhabitants  of  the  Nigerian  region  had  already
reached  a  very  high  standard  in  the  making  of  figures  in  terra-
cotta, and the only innovation of Ife need have been the introduc-
tion  of  the  lost-wax  method  of  casting.

This tends to confirm evidence implicit in the early legends and
traditions   that   the  migrations   which  gave  rise  to   the  eastern
Guinea  states  were  not  generally  mass  invasions  of  uninhabited
land, but that comparatively small numbers of immigrants brought
new  ideas  and  techniques  to  already  established  Negro  kinship
groups,  fused  these  groups  into  political  units  and  in  the  course
of time largely merged witb them.    There is indeed an underlying
cultural   continuity   throughout   the   region.     A   similar   picture
emerges  farther west,  among  the  Akan-speaking peoples  of  mod-
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by  about  the  13th  century.    By  the  1-4th  c€ntury,  states  sudS,`

em Ghana and the eastern Ivory Coast.   There the external
ences  were  not  from  the  northeast,  from  the  direction  of
Chad,  but  from  the  north  or  northwest,  f ron  the  directj
Mandingoland.    The  earliest  Akan  states  seem  to  have  be
up on the northern edge of the forest by emigrants from the

B-ono  and  Banda were beginning  to  prosper  on  the  proceeds
trade  in  gold  and  kola  nuts  with  the  Mandingo  emporia.    :
waves of pioneers pushed south through the Volta gap to the
and also t-o some extent infiltrated into and through the forest.
two points, in what  is now northeastern  Ghana  (where  the ,
touched  the  Mossi-Dagomba)   and  by  the  Volta  mouth   (i
they came into contact with the Ga a-nd Adangbe), this move
of  ;tate-formation  stemming  from  the northwest met  the
movement  from  the  northeast.

There  is  little  positive  evidence  to  indicate  the  motive
these  migrations  fiom  the'Sudan  into  Guinea.    While  the
ment  from  the northwest may  have  been  connected  with  t
pansion  of  trade  from  the  ancient  kingdom  of  Ghana  and
Mali. the survival of the horse as a symbol of chieftaincy er
such unsuitable regions as Benin suggests that the migrations
the northeast were the products  of the political  revolutions .
created  the  states  of  the  central  Sudan.    F`rom  the  15th  ce
om`-ard,  ho`i.ever,  the   Sudanic  influence   on  the  Guinea,  I
began  to  be  eclipsed by  the more  readily  discernible  influer
ri`-ing  from  the  establishment  on  the  Guinea  coast  of  Eu
trading posts.

First European Trade aLnd Its Effect.-By  1445  the
guese,  aiming  to  outflank  the  trans-Saharan  trade  of  the
Africans` reached the Senegal by sea.   Forty years later the
establishing trading posts on the Gold Coast  (later Ghana)
Benin.    Except  in  what  ultimately  became  the  colony  of
guese  Guinea, a region naturally  exploited by the  colonists
Cape Verde Islands, the Portuguese largely neglected the co
tw6en the Gambia and the Gold Coast, and the pattern thus
lished was also  followed by other European countries tradili
west Africa during the next 400 years.    One reason for this
to have been that the peoples of the region from the Gambia
Gold  Coast were still  organized  in  simple kinship  societiesf
were economically self-sufficient and possessed none of the s
of wealth  required  for international  trade.    Such  surpluses
ever,  did exist in the Senegal region  (on the edge of the Su
trading  system)  and  in  the  more  complex  state  systems
region-from  the  Gold  Coast  to  the  lower  Niger.     In  pa
th;  Gold  Coast provided  substantial  quantities  of  gold  d
the  Portuguese built a number of strong  stone  forts  on it
in an attempt to exclude their rivals from this trade.

Portugal's  near  monopoly  of  maritime  trade  with  wes
was bro±en during the first ha.If of the 17th century by the
who  concentrated  on  providing  slaves  to  meet  the  ever-
demand  for  labour  on  the  European  plantations  in  tropi
subtropical America.    In the latter part of the  17th centu
ever, the Dutch met with increasing competition from
English  slave-trading  interests  and  by  the  beginning  of
century,  when  eff orts  were  being  made  to  stop  the  tran
slave trade,  the  British had become the most important €
the  west  African  trade  except  ai.ound  the  Senegal  rive
French  influence  was  dominant.

The  Europea,n  slave  traders   concentrated  their  acti
those  parts  of  the  Guinea  coasts  where  earlier  t,raders
ivory, gum,  pepp?r, etc., had already  created a, demand  fo
pean  exports  (cloth, hardware,  raw  metals,  spirits,  ams a
munition)  and  where  native  trading  systems  were  conse
well  developed.    The bulk  of the slaves taken to America
fact  purchased  from  African  middlemen  on  the  coasts  e
south  of  the  Gold  Coast.    Though  politically  the  power
Europeans hardly extended beyond their forts and factori
coast, the trade that they brought engendered a political a
an  economic  and  social  revolution.    Whereas  hitherto
centres of wealth and power in west Africa had been in th
greater wealth was now  coming  in  from the  sea,  and  atte
control  and  to  exploit  it  led  to  the  emergence  of  Guin
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in  rna,ny  respects  to  earlier  Sudanese  states  and  empires.

7th
es,  Benin  experi-enced  a  period  of  great  prosperity  during

of

Jthe  coast-al  en-trep6t  for  Yorubaland  in  the  16th  and  1

it` expanded-its   territory  by   conquest   and   colonization.
while  Benin  decayed,  one  of  the  more  northerly  Yoruba
Oyo,  began  to  advance  southward,  establishing  a  political

ry over its fellows compa,rable with the spiritual primacy
ri so  coming  to  control  the  foreign  trade  of the whole  pro-

region.     Oyo  itself  did  not  reach  to  the  sea,  but  found
through small coastal states like Lagos and Badagry.    Far-
st,  however,  the  Fon  state  of  Dahomey,  pursuing  similar
icceeded in the early years of the  18th century in swallow-
its  small  kindred  on  the  slave  coast,  and  a  similar  policy
)pted by Akwamu, an Akan  state which between  1670  and
;tablished a  short-lived  empire over  the  Ga,  Adangbe,  and
;oples  of  the  coast  from  Accra  to  Ouidah.    Akwamu's  im-
xperience was  drawn  on  to  aid  in  the  organization  of  the
i union, in which a group of small Akan forest stat.es joined
I to impose their w-ill oh their neighbours in the forest and
i it.    By  the  end  of  the  18th  century  the  Ashantis  were
direct access  for their trade to  the  European  forts on the

pean  Government  Intervention.-During  the  early
i. the 19th century, the various European nations concerned
ade  to  west  Africa  outlawed what had been  its most  valu-

ent, namely the slave trade.    There followed a period of
which lasted until  the  end  of  the  1870s.    Many  Euro-

chants withdrew  from west Africa  altogether,  either  be-
¥hey  could  not  find  a  successful  staple  to  replace  slaves  or
3, continuing to  deal in slaves, they came into  conflict with
f±;lavery traae patrols maintained by the British navy.   The

and  cue  British  remained,  however-the  French  mainly
they  hoped  that  their  foothold  in  Senegal  could  be  ex-
to  give  a,ccess  to  the  wealth  of  the  Sudan,  the  British

becadse  some  of their merchants  found the  palm-oil  trade
coasts  east  of  the  Gold  Coast  an  acceptable  substitute  f or
'e trade, and partly because  of their  continuing interest in
t against  the  slave  trade,  which  still went on  inland  after

`ay s-ea had finally been suppressed (about 1880).    Explorers

s;ionaries  joined  the  traders,  and  tbe  British  government
`t consular  agents  briefed to  try and  induce  local  rulers to
the slave trade and to protect the interests of  "legitimate"
traders.    All  these  groups  tended  to  conclude  that  west

could not be peacefully opened  to  Christianity,  commerce
ilization without direct intervention in Africa by the British

troubles  resulting  from  Ashanti  invasions  of  the  coastal
of  the  Gold  Coast,  Dahomey's  continuing  activity  in  the
made, and the anarchy and civil war in Yorubaland following
gHne of Oyo power and the invasions  of the Fulani, all lent
a the views  of  the traders  and missionaries, but  showed at
ae time that government intervention was bound to involve
Britain  in  responsibilities  and  expense  whicb  it  w.ould  be

t to limit.-   On the whole, therefore, the British govem-
little  consistent  support  to  the  interv6ntionist  cause

when  German imperialism and the success  of  the
in  conquering  the  western  Sudan  and  linking  up  viTith
weak and isolated French co7topJo¢.rs in  Guinea,  the Ivory

•Se  1880s'

: ,and Dahomey made action essential if any binterland was to
-~         t`    .,.   1      ,         1_         rT`L___   ___I.:1^   .L^   T-^r`^1-T[-a-a   ^ra_rved for  Biitish  trade.    Thus  while  the  French were  cre-

e  eight  colonies  which  became  the  federation  of  Frencb
rica  and  the  Germans  were  establishing  their  colonies  of
d the Cameroons,  Great Britain acquired, besides Gambia
ra Leone, the two commercially most attractive territories
Africa-the Gold Coast and Nigeria..
I after World War I the former German colonies were man-

to  Great  Britain  and  France,  tbese  two  countries  ruled all
of

fa, which,  liie  Sierra  Leone,  had its  origin  early in  the  19th
£&frica  except  I or  Portuguese  Guinea  and  the  republic

in  colonization  by  freed  slaves..     French  policy  i`.as  in
to  rule  directly  and  to  expect  the  Africans  gradually  to
te French ways.   The British allowed somewhat more free-

don  to  indigenous  ways  of life  and hoped  for  an  eventual  syn-
thesis  which  might  lead  to  autonomy  under  local  parliamentary
governments.    However,  the  opening  up  of  the  colonies  by  rail-
ways and roa,ds, the vast expansion under government auspices  of
the education systems initiated by the  Christian missions  and  the
great  increase  of  wealth  resulting  from  t.he  production  for  the
world market of  crops, such as cocoa, palm oil and kernels,  coffee,
peanuts,  bananas  and  cotton, led  eventually to  the growth of na-
tionalist movements which found the programs napped out by the
British  and  French too  limited.

After World War 11 these movements were able to make  rapid
headway and the  colonies  began  to  secure  self-government.    The
Gold   Coast  led  the  way,  achieving  independence  as   Ghana  in
1957;  it was  followed  by  former  French  Guinea  (which  became
the   Republic   of   Guinea),   by   the   French   Cameroons   (which
became  the  Republic  of  Cameroun)  and  Togoland,  by  the  other
former  French  West  Africa  territories  and  by  the  Federation  of
Nigeria.

See also the ZJisjory section of FRENCH WEST AFRlcA;  GAMBIA ;
GHANA;   GUINEA;   IVORY  COAST;   LIBERIA;   PORTUGUESE  GUINEA;
SmRRA  LEONE ;  TOGOLAND.

D.   CENTBAI,  AFRICA

Apart from  a  few  insignificant groups,  such  as  the  Pygmies  of
the  Congo  forests,  the  indigenous  inhabitants  of  central  Africa
are  Negroes  speaking  Bantu  languages.     Comparative  study  of
these languages suggests that somewhere in central Africa close by
tbe Zambezi valley was the centre from which the Bantu-speaking
Negroes,  themselves  probably  originally  an  offshoot  of  the  west
African Negroes whose languages  are  classified as  Sudanic,  spread
out  to  occupy  the  greater  part  of  central,  eastern  and  southern
Africa  south  of  the  Bantu  line,  absorbing  or  displacing  earlier
inhabitants  akin  to  the  modern  Bushmen  and  Hottentots.    This
expansion  of the  Bantu  cannot be  accurately  dated,  but  it  seems
likely that it began early in the first  Christian millenium.    It was
certainly still in progress in southern Africa  during  the  18th  cen-
tury  (see  Soz££/zer„  4/7z.c¢ below),  and  tllere  is  also  evidence  for
the  northward  expansion  of  the  Bantu  during  the  last  few  cen-
turies  in the  great la,kes  region of east  Africa.    This rapid  settle-
ment by the Bantu of so large an area was probably facilitated not
only by their Iron Age technology but also by their acquisition and
development of new food crops of East Indian origin, such as  the
banana,  yam,  cocoyam  and  sugar  cane, which proved  well  suited
for  cultivation  in  equatorial  Africa.    The  introduction  of  these
crops to Africa was probably in some way associated with the East
Indian  settlement  of  Madagascar,  which,  on  both  linguistic  and
cultural  grounds,  seems  likely  to  have  taken  place  between  the
5tb and the 8th centuries.

Bantu  States.-The  earliest  historical  references  to  the  cen-
tral Bantu are in Arabic accounts of the east coast from about the
loth century A.D. onward.   These accounts are scanty and not easy
to  interpret,  but  it  is  clear  that  from  the  hinterland  of  Sofala
(Mozambique)   Arab  traders   received  gold  for  which  they  ex-
changed  Asiatic  products.    Wben  the  Portuguese  arrived  in  the
Congo and Angola  (from  1483)  and in Mozambique  (from  1505),
in both regions they made contact with a number of well-organized
Bantu  kingdoms.    Those  on  t.be  west  coast-Kongo,  Kakongo,
Loango.  Ndongo,  etc.-may  have  been  relatively  recent  founda-
tions.  for the  traditions  of  the not  dissimila,r  Kuba kingdom  far-
ther 'in  the  interior  (which  was  not  known  to  the  Portuguese)
suggest  that  it  `+.as  formed  about  1570,  after  a,  period  of  migra-
tions.     Beyond  Sofala,  however,  on  the  highlands  between  the
Zambezi  and  Linpopo  rivers,  Portuguese  explorers  and  mission-
aries  discovered  an  impressive  complex  of  states  commonly  re-
ferred  to  as  the  empire  of  Monomotapa  (g.u.).    The  numerous
dry  stone  ruins   (zc.#}8obeve)   of  this  region,  the  best-known  and
most impressive of which is Great Zimbabwe, near Fort Victoria in
Southern   Rhodesia,   have   been   investigated   by   archaeologists.
(See ZIMBABWE.)    For the most part the stone walls seem to have
been fortifications  for mud dwellings, and it has been  shown  that
the practice of building in stone dates from at least as early as the
loth century and  coDtinued, gradually deteriorating, until at lea,st


